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Chapter 2 
Shostakovich, Old Believers and 
New Minimalists
Alexander Ivashkin 
‘Second Maturity’ 
Addressing composers at the central committee of the All-Union Communist 
Party (of Bolsheviks) in 1948, Andrei Zhdanov repeated a sentence from the 1936 
Pravda article ‘Muddle instead of Music’ that had so devastated Shostakovich: 
[Shostakovich] seems deliberately to encipher his music, confusing all the 
sounds in such a way that its meaning would only be clear to an aesthete-
formalist who had lost all good taste.1 
Ironically, it would be difficult to formulate a better description of the encrypted 
and ambiguous musical language of Shostakovich’s allusion-filled compositions 
after 1936. 
David Fanning speaks of ‘two maturities’ in Shostakovich’s music: 
The music of his first maturity – roughly from the First Symphony (1924–25) to 
the Fourth (1934– 36) – is stylistically so inclusive and emotionally so volatile 
that it is by no means always apparent which of its tones of voices should be 
taken seriously … The Fifth Symphony (1937) marks a second maturity, one to 
some extent enforced and hastened by the cultural crackdown of 1936. From this 
time the ‘real’ Shostakovich becomes if anything harder to pin down, despite 
apparently greater stylistic cohesion, conservatism and lyrical directness. Now 
the surface of the music becomes, as it were, overlaid with mirrors. And if we 
fail to notice these mirrors – if we regard the musical surface as essentially a 
transparent window on Shostakovich’s intentions – we may in fact be seeing 
only our prejudices, ideological and/or aesthetic, reflected back at us.2 
1 Soveshchanie deiatelei sovetskoi muzyki v TsK VKP(b) [Meeting of the Soviet 
Musicians in the Central Committee of the All -Union Communist Party [of Bolsheviks], 
[minutes] (Moscow: Pravda, 1948), 9. 
2 David Fanning, Shostakovich: String Quartet No. 8 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004), 6. 
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Contemplating Shostakovich: Life, Music and Film20 
Shostakovich was in fact forced to change his musical language at the time of 
his ‘second maturity’: after the criticism of 1936, the composer had to invent a 
new musical language, suitable for ‘official’ use, but also not compromising his 
identity. He introduced many idioms taken from classical and romantic music. 
Well-known among these are his allusions to Bizet’s Carmen and Bach’s St John 
Passion in that same Fifth Symphony;3 and numerous thematic references – to 
Brahms, Liszt, Mussorgsky, Brahms, Tchaikovsky, Mahler, Berlioz, Bizet and 
Mozart – in his Tenth Symphony have been identified by Fanning.4 
The Fourth Symphony was the first work completed after the events of 1935–36.
It is also one of the most Mahlerian of all Shostakovich’s works. He was introduced 
to this composer by his close friend, the musicologist Ivan Sollertinsky. Mahlerian 
elements in Shostakovich’s music helped him to develop the language of multiple 
meaning: a kind of ‘velvet depth’ where the surface, ‘overlaid with mirrors’, 
is often a metaphor for something else. Sollertinsky called Mahler’s music 
kosvennoe vyskazyvanie [indirect utterance], or kosvennaia lirika [indirect lyrics].5 
This Mahlerian ‘indirect utterance’ in Shostakovich’s music clearly begins with 
the Fourth Symphony. 
Of course, ‘indirect utterance’ can be found in Russian culture long before 
Mahler. It has been historically related to the symbolic character of the Orthodox 
church tradition. This tradition, in turn, was a direct continuation of the tradition 
of Byzantine mysticism and, more importantly, the tradition of Old Testament 
symbols, with their multiple layers, enigmatic meaning and inherent need for 
interpretation (tolkovaniia). Erich Auerbach describes two major types of world 
culture, two types of utterance: one is direct (tracing its origin to ancient Greek 
culture); the second is indirect, ambivalent, deriving from Old Testament texts: 
The two styles [Homeric realism and Old Testament symbolism], in their 
opposition, represent basic types: on the one hand fully externalized description, 
uniform illumination, uninterrupted connection, free expression; all events in 
3 Manashir Iakubov, ‘Shostakovich’s Fifth Symphony. Assessment by the Composer 
and His Critics’. In Shostakovich. New Collected Works Edition, Series 1, Vol. 5. (Moscow: 
DSCH Publishers, 2004). This preface is based on Alexander Benditsky, O Piatoi simfonii 
D. Shostakovicha [On D. Shostakovich’s Fifth Symphony] (Nizhnii Novgorod: The State 
Glinka Conservatoire, 2000). 
See also Leo Mazel, ‘Pobochnaia tema iz Moderato Piatoi Simfonii’. In L. Mazel, 
Etiudy o Shostakoviche [Etudes on Shostakovich] (Moscow: Sovetskii Kompozitor, 1986), 
141–52. For allusions to Bach see Boris Gasparov, Five Operas and a Symphony: Word and 
Music in Russian Culture (New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2005), 180–82. 
Leo Mazel, ‘Glavnaia tema Piatoi Simfonii Shostakovicha i ee istoricheskiie sviazi’. In
L. Mazel, op. cit., 82–112. 
4 David Fanning, The Breath of the Symphonist: Shostakovich’s Tenth (London: 
RMA, 1989), 79–80. 
5 Sollertinsky, Ivan I. Gustav Maler. Leningrad: Muzgiz, 1932., p. 30. The word 
‘metaphor’ offers perhaps the best translation of ‘kosvennoe vyskazyvanie’. 
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21 Shostakovich, Old Believers and New Minimalists 
the foreground, displaying unmistakable meanings, few elements of historical 
development and of psychological perspective; on the other hand, certain parts 
brought into high relief, others left obscure; abruptness, suggesting influence of 
the unexpressed, ‘background’ quality, multiplicity of meanings and the need 
for interpretation, universal-historical claims, development of the concept of the 
historically becoming, and preoccupation with the problematic.6 
This latter type, I suggest, was the one that was inherited and adapted by 
Shostakovich.7 
A Bridge to a Silver Age 
Shostakovich was the only significant Russian composer destined to spend all his 
life in Soviet Russia, unlike Prokofiev, Stravinsky or Rakhmaninov. Surprisingly, 
however, it was he (not the three other composers) who bridged the Soviet era and 
the ‘Silver Age’ of old Russia, the 1900s (when he was actually born). As Alfred 
Schnittke stated, ‘because of Shostakovich we have a contact, a link with the past 
generations, with the people who had passed away long ago, but still exist in him. 
All this atmosphere of the 1920s, 1930s, 1940s, 1950s, 1960s – all these continued 
to exist in him, and we all felt it.’8 
At the time of the Silver Age (one of the highest points in Russian cultural 
history) Russian culture was very hermeneutic, trying to find and to establish 
its identity in the common roots of many various cultures and religions. Andrey 
Belyi’s book Symbolism (1910) described symbolism as a miroponimanie, a 
characteristic mentality of the Russia of the time.9 Pavel Florensky, in his Stolp i 
utverzhdenie istiny [The Pillar and Ground of the Truth], was trying to explain the 
6 Erich Auerbach, Mimesis. The representation of reality in Western literature 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1974), 23. 
7 This approach was derived partly from ideas inherited from Tchaikovsky. We 
rarely find ‘indirect utterance’ in the music of Rimsky-Korsakov, Balakirev or Rubinstein. 
There are, however, many symbolic elements in Glinka’s Ruslan and Liudmila and in 
Tchaikovsky’s music. Take the coda of Tchaikovsky’s Fifth Symphony, or the ambivalent 
beginning of his First Piano Concerto: are the images presented negative or positive? The 
double meaning of the Pastorale from the Queen of Spades has been brilliantly analyzed by 
Boris Gasparov. See Gasparov, op. cit., 23–57; 145–50. 
8 Alexander Ivashkin, Besedy s Alfredom Schnittke [Conversations with Alfred 
Schnittke] (2nd revised edition) (Moscow: Klassika-ХХI, 2003), 74. Schnittke made 
a reference to his talk with Solomon Volkov. Interestingly, one of the first articles on 
Shostakovich’s symbolism was Volkov’s article, published much earlier than his Testimony: 
see Solomon Volkov, ‘Avtorskii vecher Shostakovicha’ [Shostakovich Monograph Concert]. 
Sovetskaia muzyka, 5 (1974):88–9. 
9 Andrei Belyi, ‘Simbolizm’ [Symbolism]. In Simbolizm kak miroponimanie
[Symbolism as a Mentality] (Moscow: Respublika, 1994), 30. 
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Contemplating Shostakovich: Life, Music and Film22 
equal importance of the rational and the irrational, yet with a definite predilection 
for the latter: 
A rationalist says that the contradictions of the Holy Scripture and of the dogmas 
prove non-divine origin, whereas a mystic states that … contradictions prove 
their divine nature … . Common sense cannot explain certain things … .10 
Florensky’s book explains many fundamental religious ideas and new verbal 
idioms and expressions by tracing their roots in various verbal languages, 
by discovering the old sources of new meanings. In particular, Florensky uses 
etymological methodology when discussing the nature and the meaning of the 
dogmas of the Trinity and Faith, undertaking substantial research into the roots of 
the word ‘faith’ in Russian, German, English, Greek, Hebrew, and Latin … . 
The same process of ‘cleaning’ and revaluation of old verbal roots and basic 
linguistic elements can be found in Andrey Belyi’s poem Glossolalia (1917):11 
We don’t think: we harbour an inherited memory; we use a term; but there is a 
darkness, and an emptiness, behind this term … . So shall we recall [the original 
meaning]? But memory about [real] memory sleeps; our memory is too short: 
we recall the [empty] term and only the term … .12 
Thus it may not be surprising that the irrationality and symbolism in Shostakovich’s 
mature music comes from a Silver Age mentality, saturated with ideas from 
Orthodox faith and doctrines. 
Shostakovich’s symbols and hidden meanings do not necessarily constitute 
an ‘anti-Soviet reaction’. Many important quotations and symbols in his music 
are not related to the communist regime or to Soviet reality. In the late 1960s 
and 1970s Shostakovich was already completely free and could write anything he 
wanted without fear. He had nothing to hide by that time. Yet he did hide things, 
for example in his Viola Sonata. The last movement, with its quotations from all 
his symphonies, strictly in order, shows Shostakovich’s affinity for a metaphorical, 
rather than political, mindset.13 
10 Pavel Florensky, The Pillar and Ground of the Truth: An Essay in Orthodox 
Theodicy in Twelve Letters, trans. Boris Jakim (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
2004), 357–8. 
11 In the 1920s and 1930s Nikolai Marr (1864–1934) developed his controversial 
‘Japhetic Theory’ in an attempt to establish common roots for European and Semitic 
languages. This theory was at first officially supported by and later sharply criticized by 
Stalin in his Marksizm i voprosy iazykoznaniia [Marxism and the Problems of Linguistics] 
(Moscow: Politizdat, 1950). 
12 Andrei Belyi, Glossolalia, poema o zvuke [Poem about Sound] (Moscow: 
Evidentis, 2002), 118. 
13 See Chapter 4 by Ivan Sokolov, this volume. 
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23 Shostakovich, Old Believers and New Minimalists 
The very nature of Shostakovich’s musical multivalency was, however, 
related to the circumstances of Soviet cultural life. Soviet culture, and Soviet 
music in particular, was strongly underpinned by literature and literary theories. 
There were many reasons for this. One was quite obvious: Soviet society was 
in fact a kind of a ‘sacred society upside down’. In the ‘forbidden’ society of 
the Soviet era, creative activities were very limited, or hidden – especially in the 
years of ‘thaw’ (the 1950s and 1960s) and ‘stagnation’ (the 1970s and early- to 
mid-1980s). At the same time, theoretical ideas were flourishing and the stream 
of publications – particularly in so-called tolstyie zhurnaly [thick periodicals] – 
was constant. Russian/Soviet society was fed by these, and by special scientific 
proceedings, while books (fictional or philosophical) were very much under the 
control of censorship. Soviet people could learn about the ideas or mentality of 
Marcel Proust or James Joyce without having read (or even see) their books, 
or about Hindemith’s or Schoenberg’s compositional technique without having 
had any sight of the scores. Everybody subscribed to a few ‘thick periodicals’ – 
Novy mir, Inostrannaia literatura, Voprosy filosofii and many others – thanks to 
low subscription costs. At least sometimes these journals published fragments or 
abridged versions of important novels or philosophical books, such as a ‘censored’
truncated version of Mikhail Bulgakov’s novel, Master and Margarita (1940), 
which appeared in the journal Moskva in 1966–67.14 
From the 1920s and early 1930s, the young Shostakovich had already
witnessed the birth of many of the most important aesthetic and literary theories
in Russia. This was the time when Mikhail Bakhtin (1895–1975) started to
formulate his theory of dialogue and ‘chronotope’, and published his seminal
book Problemy poetiki Dostoevskogo [Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics] 
(1929).15Alexei Losev (1893–1988) published Filosofia Imeni [Philosophy
of Name] (1927), Muzyka kak predmet logiiki [Music as a Subject of Logic]
(1927) and Dialektika mifa [Dialectics of a Myth] (1930). In these books Losev
established a hermeneutics of music, and a series of metaphorical meanings for
numerous events in real life: 
Any living organism is a myth … . Personality is a myth not because it is a 
personality, but because it is formed and thought through via a mythological 
mentality … . Even non-living objects – blood, hairs, heart … – can also be 
mythical … because they have been constructed from the point of view of 
personal/mythical consciousness.16 
14 The unabridged version of the novel was published in 1967 in Paris by YMCA
Press. In that publication all censored and cut texts were printed in italics. 
15 English translation: Mikhail Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoyevsky’s Poetics, ed. and 
trans. Caryl Emerson (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984). 
16 Aleksei Losev, ‘Dialektika mifa’ [Dialectics of a Myth]. In Iz rannikh proizvedenii 
[From Early Works]. (Moscow: Pravda Publishers, 1990), 461. 
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Contemplating Shostakovich: Life, Music and Film24 
It is not surprising that both Losev and Bakhtin spent many years in Stalin’s camps, 
and were only able to return to normal research activities after Stalin’s death. Both 
Bakhtin’s chronotope theory and Losev’s myth theory directly relate to the real 
substance of Russian twentieth-century art (without any reference to political 
circumstances), and its connections to old traditions, which was to become so 
much the subject of Shostakovich’s music too. Losev, Bakhtin, Florensky, 
Iavorsky, Asaf’ev and Sollertinsky, and their theoretical ideas, made a very 
significant impact on the development of Russian creative ideas in the twentieth 
century, including Shostakovich’s music. Paradoxically, at the time when Socialist 
Realism was declared the official ideology of Soviet Art, the art itself was very 
much following the ideas of early Christian symbolism. 
Back to Old Believers 
One of the sources or ‘fingerprints’ for Shostakovich’s new ‘Soviet’ stylistic 
ambivalence had, surprisingly, some clear religious connotations. Shostakovich 
never wrote any music for the church (in any case it was impossible at the time), 
but he was well aware of the practices of Russian church services (although he 
was not a churchgoer). Irina Shostakovich testified that Shostakovich was not a 
believer; he was an atheist. But, as she said, he was educated in an old gymnasium, 
learnt the Zakon Bozhii (‘Basic Fundamentals’ of the Orthodox Religion taught 
at schools before the October Revolution) and undoubtedly was familiar with 
Russian sacred tunes.17 
In 1973 Shostakovich was able to advise Benjamin Britten on Russian church 
tunes when Britten approached him in relation to the tune So sviatymi upokoi 
[Grant Repose Together with the Saints] in his Third Solo Cello Suite. As Britten 
wrote in his preface to the Suite: 
I based this suite on Russian themes: the first three tunes were taken from 
Tchaikovsky’s volumes of folksong arrangements; the fourth, the ‘Kontakion’
(‘Hymn for the Departed’), from the English Hymnal. When I played the suite 
through to Dmitri Shostakovich during our visit to Moscow, he remarked that 
he had been brought up on a different version of the Kontakion. I consulted my 
friend Bishop Pimen of Saratov and Volgograd, who confirmed that my version 
was the one he had always known and regularly used. In the score I print both 
versions, for players to choose whichever they prefer.18 
17 A private talk with the author at The  D.D. Shostakovich Archives in Moscow,
14 February 2007. 
18 Benjamin Britten. Three Suites for Solo Cello [score] (London: Faber & Faber, 
1986), 35. 
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25 Shostakovich, Old Believers and New Minimalists 
It is interesting that Britten’s version (on the upper staff of Example 2.1b) is much 
more authentic (except for the use of the ‘wrong’ accidental on the second note) 
and closer to the original version of the (znamennyi mode) tune (Example 2.1a). 
Shostakovich’s version is closer to that used by Tchaikovsky in the first movement 
of his Sixth Symphony (lower staff). 
Example 2.1a So sviatymi upokoi. The original znamenny tune: Tat’iana
Vladyshevskaia, Muzykal’naia Kul’tura Drevnei Rusi
This congruence reveals the likely sources for Shostakovich’s knowledge of 
znamennyi chant tunes. These would more likely be the works of Tchaikovsky, 
Mussorgsky, Rimsky-Korsakov and Taneev than the ‘primary sources’ (the 
original collections of church tunes). Nevertheless, the issue of Shostakovich’s 
knowledge is not so simple. The Mussorgsky-like music written by Shostakovich 
after 1936, with its rather austere diatonic palette, often sounds very similar to the 
original tunes of old believers. 
Mussorgsky 
[Musical Culture of Ancient Rus’] (Moscow: Znak, 2006), 60.
Reproduced with the author’s and the publishers’ permission19 
Example 2.1b Benjamin Britten, Third Suite for Solo Cello [score] (London:
Faber Music Ltd, 1986), fragment, p. 5120 © 1976 by Faber
Music Ltd., reproduced by permission of the publishers 
Many writers have noted numerous parallels between Shostakovich’s music and 
that of Mussorgsky. Shostakovich’s statement that ‘Mussorgsky died before his 
19 Tat’iana Vladyshevskaia, Muzykal’naia kul’tura drevnei Rusi [Musical Culture of 
Ancient Rus’] (Moscow: Znak, 2006), 60. 
20 Britten, ibid., 51. 
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Contemplating Shostakovich: Life, Music and Film26 
time’ is well known.21 One of the most interesting critics of the 1970s and 1980s, 
Givi Ordzhonikidze, wrote: ‘Shostakovich is Mussorgsky today.’22 Shostakovich’s 
direct contacts with Mussorgsky’s music were numerous. In 1928 Boris Godunov
was staged in Leningrad in its original version, prepared by Pavel Lamm.
In 1939–41 Shostakovich made his own orchestration of Boris Godunov, 
shortly before he also orchestrated Mussorgsky’s ‘Song of the Flea’ (for the film 
Korzinkina’s Adventures). In 1958 Shostakovich completed his orchestration of 
Mussorgsky’s Khovanshchina; in 1962, he did the same for Songs and Dances 
of Death. While orchestrating Boris Godunov, Shostakovich wrote: ‘I admire 
Mussorgsky, and I count him as the greatest Russian composer … I work with 
great excitement. I sit at the score all day and all night.’23 He also confessed that the 
idea to write his Fourteenth Symphony came after his work on the orchestration of 
Songs and Dances of Death, making the symphony in fact like a direct continuation 
of that song cycle.24 
Shostakovich directly quoted tunes by Mussorgsky on many occasions. 
Example 2.2a shows the opening of Boris Godunov in which one can hear an 
almost exact replica (the first violins even play it in the same key of C minor) 
of this tune at the beginning of the Scherzo of Shostakovich’s Tenth Symphony 
(Example 2.2b). The same tune is heard (and intensively developed) in the finale 
(middle episode) of his Second Cello Concerto (rehearsal number 91) (Example 
2.2c). And again, slightly modified, at the beginning of his cantata The Execution 
of Stepan Razin (Example 2.2d). 
The tune also dominates in the Ninth and Tenth String Quartets, in the 
Burlesque of his First Violin Concerto, and in his Unfinished String Quartet (a 
sketch for the Ninth Quartet), to mention just a few examples. 
Shostakovich learnt much about the old believers through Mussorgsky, who 
was directly inspired by them.25 The whole of Khovanshchina was, in fact, a 
hymn to old believers. Pavel Lamm’s edition of the piano score of Khovanshchina
21 Story of a Friendship. The letters of Dmitrii Shostakovich to Isaak Glikman, with a
commentary by Isaak Glikman, trans. Anthony Phillips (London; Faber & Faber, 2001), 140. 
22 G. Sh. [Givi Shioevich] Ordzhonikidze, ‘“Kazn” Stepana Razina’ D. D. Shostakovicha’
[The ‘Execution of Stepan Razin’ by D. D. Shostakovich]. In Muzyka i sovremennost’ 4, 
ed. T. A. Lebedeva (Moscow: Muzyka, 1966), 215. See also S[emen]. Shlifshtein, ‘“Kazn’
Stepana Razina”Shostakovicha i traditsii Musorgskogo’. In Dmitrii Shostakovich, ed. Lev 
Danilevich (Moscow: Sovetskii Kompozitor, 1967), 223–40. 
23 M. Iakovlev [Lev Ginzburg and Iakov Platek], eds. D. Shostakovich o vremeni i o 
sebe [Shostakovich on Himself and his Times]. The editors’ pen-name, M. Iakovlev, was 
constructed from ‘My – Iakov, Lev’ [‘We are Iakov, Lev’] (Moscow: Sovetskii Kompozitor, 
1980), 87–8. 
24 Ibid., 313. 
25 This circumstance constitutes yet another ambiguity in Shostakovich’s mature 
style in relation to the demands of Socialist Realism, especially when one considers that his 
Song about Stalin (from the film music for The Fall of Berlin) resembles a znamennyi chant. 
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27 Shostakovich, Old Believers and New Minimalists 
Example 2.2a The opening of Boris Godunov [piano score] 
Example 2.2b Shostakovich, Symphony No. 10, beginning. Reproduced by
permission of Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd 
Example 2.2c Shostakovich, Cello Concerto No. 2, fragment. Reproduced by
permission of Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd 
Example 2.2d Shostakovich, The Execution of Stepan Razin, fragment.
Reproduced by permission of Boosey & Hawkes Music
Publishers Ltd 
contains an example of an old believers’ prayer that Mussorgsky knew and wanted 
to use for the final scene of the work. It was sung by a woman named Praskov’ia 
Tsaritsa in Armenia, where many old believers still live to this day.26 
26 Stravinsky later used this tune for his reconstruction of the finale. See Example 2.5. 
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Contemplating Shostakovich: Life, Music and Film28 
The Obikhod Mode and Shostakovich’s Melodies 
Shostakovich’s themes after 1936 are often based on the elements of the obikhod
mode. A unique feature of Russian music from the tenth to the seventeenth 
centuries was that folk tunes were often based on the same obikhod (znamennyi) 
mode as church music (old believers’ tunes). So folk, in a broad sense, was similar 
to sacred, and sacred similar to folk.27 One of the oldest folk tunes – No. 1 in the 
Balakirev collection, Ne bylo vetru [There was no wind] – is a good example of 
such a tune sung in the obikhod mode (Example 2.3a).28 
This tune is very similar to the opening of Boris Godunov, and is in the same 
mode. Here is the obikhod mode itself, which is in fact a chain of numerous 
poglasitsa and popevka (short patterns, shown with the slurs) – that is small, 
similar diatonic cells (Example 2.3b). Mussorgsky’s tune here is, in fact, the folk 
song Gory, gory vorob’evskie (Hills, Sparrow Hills).29 The song is nevertheless 
based on the obikhod mode of old believers. 
However, already in the sixteenth сеntury the popevki (or short melodic 
patterns) were determined not by trichords but by tetrachords (four-note motives) 
as shown in Nikolai Uspensky’s book (Example 2.3c).30 
Of course the obikhod, or znamennyi mode, had virtually no leaps; typical 
intervalic movements (as in psalmody) were very small. However, some examples 
in Nikolai Uspensky’s book show ‘leaps’ (the interval of a fourth), as emotional 
gestures (Example 2.4).31 
In fact, the very tune of old believers intended for the finale of Khovanshchina
and printed in Pavel Lamm’s piano score of the opera is a good example of such 
a tune, with quite frequent leaps using intervals of a fourth or even of a sixth 
(Example 2.5).32 
27 A. V. Rudneva, Russkoe narodnoe muzykal’noe tvorchestvo [Russian Folk Music 
Creative Work] (Moscow: Kompozitor, 1994), 138–57. For a recent detailed discussion on 
folk/sacred relations in znamennyi chant, see Tat’iana Vladyshevskaia, op. cit., 284–97. 
28 See Milii Balakirev, ed. Sbornik russkikh narodnykh pesen [Collection of Russian 
Folk Songs]. (Leipzig: M. P Beliaeff, 1895), 6. More similarities between znamennyi chant 
and Russian folk songs can be found in so-called dukhovnyi stikh [A Spiritual Poem], a 
typical Russian hybrid of a sacred and a folk genre. Examples of dukhovnyi stikh tunes, 
very similar to Mussorgsky’s and Shostakovich’s melodic patterns, can be found in Tat’iana 
Vladyshevskaia, op. cit., 277–83. 
29 This was pointed out to me by Professor Margarita Mazo in 2006. See also Grigorii
Golovinsky, Mussorgsky i folklor [Mussorgsky and Folklore] (Moscow: Muzyka, 1994), 91 – 3. 
30 Nikolai Uspensky, Drevnerusskoe pevcheskoe iskusstvo [The Ancient Russian Art 
of Singing] (Moscow: Sovetskii Kompozitor, 1971), 111. 
31 Ibid., 127. For further examples on the melodic lines with large leaps in obikhod
modes see Tat’iana Vladyshevskaia, op. cit., 277–9. 
32 M. Mussorgsky, Khovanshchina [piano score], ed. Pavel Lamm. In Complete 
Works, Vol. II. (Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe Muzykal’noe Izdatel’stvo and Wien: Universal 
Edition, 1932), 334. 
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A contemporary Russian composer and expert on znamennyi chant, Iurii 
Butsko (1938–), gives yet another example of the widening of the use of the 
znamennyi scale in the twentieth century, particularly in the fields of instrumental 
and orchestral music. In the preface to his Polyphonic Concerto (a work for 
keyboards based on the obikhod mode) he shows the natural and organic way of 
chromaticizing the mode by extending it beyond its natural ‘singing’ diapason 
(framed, in the centre of Example 2.6), with more flats going upwards and more 
sharps going downwards.33
It is apparent that Butsko groups the tones of the obikhod mode into tetrachords, 
rather than trichords (as in Example 2.3b), a configuration that opens up additional 
33 Iurii Butsko, Polifonicheskii kontsert [Polyphonic Concerto] [full score] (Moscow: 
Sovetskii Kompozitor, 1992). The full title of this work is Polyphonic Concerto for Four 
Keyboards: Nineteen Counterpoints on a Theme from Znamennyi Chant.
Example 2.3a No. 1, Ne bylo vetru, in the Balakirev Collection: Milii Balakirev, 
 ed. Sbornik russkikh narodnykh pesen [Collection of Russian 
 Folk Songs]. (Leipzig: M. P Beliaeff, 1895), 6
Example 2.3b The obikhod mode
Example 2.3c Tetrachords (four-note motives) in the obikhod mode
Example 2.4  A tune from Nikolai Uspensky’s collection: Nikolai Uspensky, 
 Drevnerusskoe pevcheskoe iskusstvo [The Ancient Russian Art of 
 Singing] (Moscow: Sovetskii Kompozitor, 1971), 111
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Contemplating Shostakovich: Life, Music and Film30
modal opportunities for the composer. In particular, he prefers to deal with the 
so-called ‘Phrygian’ unit 122 (semitone–tone–tone) – a very typical unit in 
Shostakovich’s compositions of the ‘second maturity’, and one reminiscent of his 
DSCH monogram.
Richard Taruskin’s exemplary analysis of znamennyi chant elements in 
Stravinsky’s Les Noces reveals a similar technique: the znamennyi chant elements 
have been re-arranged by the composer on the basis of tetrachordal rather than 
trichordal partitioning.34 In Shostakovich’s case, the modal atmosphere is indeed 
very similar to the third glas as described by Mikhail Brazhnikov in his book: 
E–F–G–A–B.35 Brazhnikov warns that the mode (scale) and glas are ‘absolutely 
34 Richard Taruskin, Stravinsky and the Russian Traditions (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1996), 1403. See also pp. 1378–9, on original znamennyi tunes used by Stravinsky.
35 Maxim Brazhnikov, Puti razvitiia i zadachi rasshifrovki znamennogo rospeva XII–
XVII vekov [The Development and Deciphering of the Znamennyi Chant of the Twelfth–
Seventeenth Centuries] (Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe Muzykal’noe Izdatel’stvo, 1949), 71. 
Glas is the Old Church Slavonic word for Golos [voice]. It refers not just to one of the eight 
Example 2.5 Old believers’ tune intended for the finale of Khovanshchina: 
 M. Mussorgsky, Khovanshchina [piano score], ed. Pavel Lamm. In 
 Complete Works, Vol. II. (Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe Muzykal’noe 
 Izdatel’stvo and Wien: Universal Edition, 1932), 334
Example 2.6 Znamennyi scale according to Iurii Butsko: Iurii Butsko, 
 Polifonicheskii Kontsert [Polyphonic Concerto] (Moscow: 
 Sovetskii Kompozitor, 1992). Reproduced by permission of the 
 publishers
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different things’.36 In Russia, the oral tradition of popevki meant much more than 
the strict structure of modes or scales. As for Stravinsky, znamennyi chant for 
Shostakovich was a certain reservoir of ‘innate’ Russian intonations that, indeed, 
originated in the folk tradition, a tradition understood by many as typical Russian 
folk practice.37 This alone gives Shostakovich’s style an essentially Russian 
flavour, but it also makes his style after 1936 much more ‘conservative’ and hence 
more suitable for the officials.38
There is no proof that Shostakovich (like Stravinsky) deliberately used 
znamennyi chant. However, he would most certainly have kept in mind the 
modal atmosphere of Russian music (from Mussorgsky and Borodin to Rimsky 
Korsakov and Rakhmaninov) – saturated as it is by znamennyi elements – in one 
form or another. Thus, the parallel between Shostakovich and the opening theme of 
Borodin’s Second Symphony is so obvious as to make the Borodin tune appear to 
be ‘constructed from’ the inverted Shostakovich’s monogram DSCH (Example 2.7).
The Soviet theorists Leo Mazel and Alexander Dolzhansky have tried to analyse 
the modes in Shostakovich’s music. They both concluded that the Phrygian mode 
(with some alterations) is most typical of Shostakovich’s music in its ‘second 
maturity’.39 For Mazel, ‘Shostakovich’s most significant achievement lay in the 
sphere of the increase in the expressiveness of the minor mode. He often uses 
a mode that can be called “intensified Phrygian mode”: that is, the minor, with 
modes in ancient Russian (and Byzantine) music, but also to a ‘combination of various 
popevki – trichords and tetrachords’. See Nikolai Uspensky, ‘Glas’. In Muzykal’naia 
Entsiklopediia [Music Encyclopedia], Vol. 1 (Moscow: Sovetskaia Entsiklopediia, 1973), 
999–1000. Tat’iana Vladyshevskaia finds that the most typical old believers tunes are 
related to this very third glas (Tat’iana Vladyshevskaia, op. cit., 248–9).
36 Tat’iana Vladyshevskaia, op. cit., 94. See also N[ikolai]. G[rigor’evich]. Denisov, 
Strel’nikovskii khor Kostromskoi zemli: traditsii staroobriadcheskogo tserkovnogo peniia 
[Strelnikovskii Choir of the Kostroma Area: Traditions of Old Believers’ Church Singing]. 
(Moscow: Progress-Traditsiia, 2005), 195–204.
37 In contrast to the situation with regard to Western church practices, one cannot find 
books or publications containing the melodies for singing in the Russian church. One has to 
know them by heart, from one’s parents and friends, or from prayers.
38 See n. 2 above.
39 See a similar ‘Phrygian unit’ in Example 2.6 (extended obikhod mode).
Example 2.7 Borodin, Symphony No. 2, fragment
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Contemplating Shostakovich: Life, Music and Film32
flattened second and fourth degrees.’40 Dolzhansky states that Prokofiev’s modes 
are characteristically ‘major’, with sharpened degrees (second and fourth), while 
Shostakovich’s modes are predominantly minor, with flattened second and fourth 
degrees.41 Most interestingly, Dolzhansky builds his theory of the ‘Alexandrian 
pentachord’ in Shostakovich’s music on various modifications of the obikhod 
mode (without actually using this term), including the so called ‘Rimsky-Korsakov 
octatonic scale’ (Example 2.8a).42
According to Dolzhansky, Rimsky-Korsakov used the primary version of the 
octatonic scale (tone–semitone: 21212), while Shostakovich opted for the rather 
more sombre inversion (semitone–tone: 12121).43 Clearly, the most vivid example 
of Shostakovich’s use of the octatonic scale would be his monogram DSCH,44 
or – possibly related to this monogram – the theme of the fugue from the Seventh 
String Quartet (Example 2.8b).
40 L[eo]. Mazel, ‘Zametki o muzykal’nom iazyke Shostakovicha [Notes on 
Shostakovich’s Musical Language]. In Dmitrii Shostakovich, ed. L[ev]. Danilevich 
(Moscow: Sovetskii Kompozitor, 1967), 321.
41 A[lexander]. Dolzhansky, ‘Alexandriiskii pentakhord v muzyke Shostakovicha’[The 
Alexandrian Pentachord in Shostakovich’s Music]. In Dmitrii Shostakovich, ed. L[ev]. 
Danilevich (Moscow: Sovetskii Kompozitor, 1967), 431.
42 Dolzhansky does not really explain the origins of the term ‘Alexandrian 
pentachord’; he just notes that it is used as a ‘convenient term’ for narrow, six-tone modes 
built in the space of an interval of a fifth (see, ibid., 397 n. 1).
43 Ibid., 411. This is of course also the second of Messiaen’s modes of limited 
transposition.
44 See Chapter 5 by Erik Heine, this volume, for further discussion of this issue. Helpful 
discussion of Dolzhansky’s views can also be found in David Haas, ‘The Rough Guide to 
Shostakovich’s Harmonic Language’. In The Cambridge Companion to Shostakovich, ed. 
Pauline Fairclough and David Fanning (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 
310–16.
Example 2.8a  ‘Alexandrian pentachord 1’: A.[lexander] Dolzhansky, 
 ‘Alexandriiskii pentakhord v muzyke Shostakovicha’ 
 [The Alexandrian Pentachord in Shostakovich’s Music]. In 
 Dmitrii  Shostakovich, ed. L.[ev] Danilevich (Moscow: 
 Sovetskii Kompozitor, 1967), 397
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Dolzhansky finds one modification of his ‘Alexandrian pentachord’ that 
coincides exactly with the central section of the znamennyi mode as seen in 
Examples 2.6 and 2.7 (starting from the B, below middle C) (Example 2.9).45
Many tunes in Shostakovich’s mature works look and sound very similar 
to znamennyi chant. Example 2.10 shows the main tune of the Finale of his Eighth 
Symphony. In his infamous malicious article of 1948 Marian Koval calls this tune 
‘a dry formalistic theme, in the character of a mannered exercise’ and ‘an empty 
game of sounds!’46
One may surmise that Koval somehow rightly smelt something foreign 
to Socialist Realism in the flavour of this tune, namely its znamennyi origin.47 
Example 2.11 shows the znamennyi chant from Nikolai Uspensky’s book.48
45 Dolzhansky, op. cit., 401.
46 Marian Koval’, ‘Tvorcheskii put’ Shostakovicha’ [Shostakovich’s Creative 
Career]. Sovetskaia muzyka 4 (1948): 15.
47 Uspensky, Drevnerusskoe pevcheskoe iskusstvo, 86.
48 Ibid., 86.
Example 2.8b Shostakovich, String Quartet No. 7, fragment. Reproduced by 
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Contemplating Shostakovich: Life, Music and Film34
Interestingly enough, Prokofiev commented on the themes in Shostakovich’s 
Eighth Symphony in quite a similar way to Koval. He also perceived something 
strange here:
After a look at the melodic material of the Eights Symphony … I ‘d say it is 
not interesting enough. The profile of the melodies in the Eighth Symphony 
rather suggests a middle voice in a four-part texture than a theme for a large 
symphony.49
Indeed, this Shostakovich tune may look like the middle voice in a four-part setting, 
but it has a different meaning: while many ‘Socialist Realist’ composers went on 
copying sweet Russian tunes of the late nineteenth century to accommodate Stalin’s 
taste, Shostakovich dug much deeper and found new resources in the austere and 
bleak music of the old believers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
Iavorsky’s Theory and Shostakovich
Shostakovich’s good friend Boleslav Iavorsky (1877–1942) built his theory of 
‘modal rhythm’ on ideas similar to those behind the flexibility of oral znamennyi 
practices: music as a system of functional relations, based on the energy of the 
interval of the tritone, as a representative of music’s universal gravitational force:
Gravity in music is an expression of life, and the sense of gravity is a sense of 
life. Delaying of the moment of resolution is the delaying of death, and, at the 
same time, a prolongation of a sense of life.50
49 Prokof’ev o Prokof’eve [Prokofiev on Prokofiev], ed. Viktor Varunts (Moscow: 
Sovetskii Kompozitor, 1991), 202.
50 RGALI [Russian State Archive for Literature and Arts], fund 1946, opis’ [inventory 
list] 346, edinitsa khraneniia [storage unit] 64. This idea must have been very close to 
Shostakovich’s heart. He famously dismissed the Romantic image of death in his speech 
before the dress rehearsal of the Fourteenth Symphony: ‘Let’s recall Boris Godunov’s 
death: when he dies, a kind of ‘lucidity’ occurs. It’s the same in Verdi’s Otello or in Aida … . 
I don’t see anything good in the end of our lives, and I try to express this in my new work.’ 
See M. Iakovlev [Lev Ginzburg and Iakov Platek], op. cit., 313.
Example 2.11  The znamennyi chant tune from Nikolai Uspensky’s book: Uspensky, 
 op. cit., 86
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Shostakovich was well aware of the theory: Iavorsky published the first volume of 
his Uprazhneniia v Obrazovanii Ladovogo Ritma [Exercises in Modal Rhythm] 
in 1915 (first edition).51 Later, in 1930, his student Sergei Protopopov, whom 
Shostakovich knew well,52 published a text book (in two volumes, edited by 
Iavorsky himself) explaining the theory in detail.53 Shostakovich was fascinated 
by Iavorsky’s personality; twice he wanted to become his student, in 1925 and in 
1938. ‘After meeting with Iavorsky my mentality has been changed completely’, 
he wrote in a letter to Lev Oborin in 1925.54 His sixty-six letters to Iavorsky, 
recently published, show the importance of Iavorsky’s influence on Shostakovich, 
especially in 1925–26, before he met Ivan Sollertinsky.55
Iavorsky (who was a popular professor of piano and performance practice) 
was researching symbolism in the music of J. S. Bach. The results of his research 
were never published, but it is certain that Shostakovich knew Iavorsky’s ideas: 
they had been presented at numerous seminars in Kiev (1916, 1917, 1919), 
Moscow (1924–25, 1927–28, 1938– 41), and finally in Saratov (1941–42). After 
these latter seminars Iavorsky died. Still unpublished today, these ideas present a 
system of musical and religious symbolism found in the keyboard compositions 
of J. S. Bach, mainly in his Well-Tempered Clavier and keyboard suites. Iavorsky 
stated that, ‘sounding musical events, centuries after their development, have 
been transformed in Bach’s music from organizing structures, bearing certain 
meaning, into symbols’.56 His explanation of meaning in Bach’s music was based 
on the fact that the composer used elements of well-known church chorales in 
the fugal themes of The Well-Tempered Clavier.57 On this account, he suggested, 
every intonation, every ascending or descending intonation, has a hidden meaning 
related to the original text of the chorale, which requires a certain knowledge for 
pertinent interpretation.58
51 Iavorsky first mentioned his modal system as early as in 1899 (see Iurii Kholopov, 
‘Simmetrichnye lady v teoreticheskikh sistemakh Iavorskogo i Messiana’ [Symmetrical 
Modes in Theoretical Concepts of Iavorsky and Messiaen]. In Muzyka i sovremennost’, 7 , 
ed. T[at’iana]. A[lexandrovna]. Lebedeva (Moscow: Muzyka, 1991, 287).
52 See Shostakovich’s correspondence with Sergei Protopopov in I[rina] Bobykina, 
ed., Dmitrii Shostakovich v pis’makh i dokumentakh [Dmitrii Shostakovich in Letters and 
Documents] (Moscow: The Glinka Museum, 2000), 133–46.
53 Sergei Protopopov, Elementy stroeniia muzykal’noi rechi [Structural Elements of 
Musical Speech], Vols 1–2. (Moscow: Muzykal’nyi sector, 1930–31).
54 Bobykina, op. cit., 9.
55 Ibid., 18–145.
56 RGALI, fund 1946, opis’ 344, edinitsa khraneniia 54.
57 Vera Nosina, Simvolika muzyki Bakha [Symbolism in Bach’s Music] (Moscow: 
Klassika-XXI, 2006), 11–20.
58 The same tradition of religious, sacred mentality, and of ‘a need for interpretation’, 
was always present and essential in Orthodox Russia through its centuries of history.
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Contemplating Shostakovich: Life, Music and Film36
Iavorsky’s modes are often extremely similar to Dolzhansky’s patterns, as well 
as to the modes of limited transposition by Olivier Messiaen. For instance, the 
second mode of limited transposition (octatonic scale, Example 2.12a) has the 
same structure as Iavorsky’s double-chain (duplex caten) mode (Example 2.12b), 
as Dolzhansky’s pentachord (see Examples 2.8 and 2.9) and is very similar to the 
central segment of the obikhod mode (see Example 2.6).59
There is no documented evidence that Shostakovich took Iavorsky’s theory 
as a guide to symbolic meanings in his own music or for his affinity with old 
znamennyi tunes, but very strong similarities do exist. Thus the so-called ‘double-
chain’ mode of Iavorsky is similar to the second Messiaen mode, which is in turn 
also an octatonic scale that accommodates Shostakovich’s own monogram, DSCH 
as well as the obikhod pattern. So, at least on this occasion, the modal structure 
may be related to a ‘cryptophonic’, or symbolic, meaning.
As Kholopov writes, for Messiaen, the structure of modes was crucially 
important.60 For Iavorsky (despite his modes themselves being very similar), 
the modal structure was a result of energetic processes in various resolutions 
of a tritone.61 As in znamennyi traditions, the structure of the modes is of little 
consequence for Iavorsky. He is more concerned with the energy of the component 
intervals, in particular of the tritone, and with the idea of ‘gravity’. In this way, 
Iavorsky’s system was organically related to Russian modal traditions and Russian 
59 Sergei Protopopov, op. cit., 95. See also Kholopov, op. cit., 291.
60 Kholopov, op. cit., 291.
61 Boleslav Iavorsky. Letter to S. I. Taneev (17 April 1906), in B. Iavorsky, Izbrannoe. 
Pis’ma, vospominaniia [Selected Writings. Letters, Memoirs]. (Moscow: Kompozitor, 
2008), 5–9.
Example 2.12a  Messiaen, the second mode of limited transposition: Olivier 
 Messiaen, Technique de mon langage musical (Paris: Leduc, 
 1944), 59–62
Example 2.12b  Iavorsky, the double-chain mode: Sergei Protopopov, Elementy 
 stroeniia muzykal’noi rechi [Structural Elements of Musical 
 Speech], ed. Boleslav Iavorsky, Vol. II. (Moscow: Muzykal’nyi 
 sector, 1930–31), 95
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‘modal theory’, starting from obikhod modes, where popevki and oral practices 
were always much more important than any fixed, written rules.
Kholopov shows a table of major research projects and publications in the 
area, from Glinka and L’vov through to Iavorsky’s system.62 This includes not 
only books on folk music, but the major treatises on the obikhod church modes. 
Iavorsky’s system was clearly a logical development of previous research, 
beginning in the early nineteenth century, on znamennyi chant practices in Russia, 
an observation that only serves to demonstrate that znamennyi elements had been 
genuinely organic components in Russian culture from the twelfth through to the 
twentieth century, as they were in Shostakovich’s music.63
Old Believers, the Dissidents
In a recent lecture on the philosophy of pop culture, Brian Eno stated that ‘the 
less hierarchical culture is, the bigger the intervals it uses’.64 This notion may give 
yet another clue to the evolution of Shostakovich’s melodic style, from the very 
narrow melodic patterns in the style of the old believers from the 1930s to 1950s to 
the much wider melodic profiles of his late compositions of the 1960s and 1970s, 
where he started introducing twelve-tone rows (for example in his Thirteenth and 
Fourteenth String Quartets).65 It can also perhaps shed some light on his affinity 
for the narrow and limited-tone scope of the old believers’ modes at the time of 
62 Kholopov, op. cit., 287.
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the Stalin terror. Seen in this light, this could be viewed as both a means of hidden 
resistance and, as they say in Russia, an obereg – a ritual totem that keeps you safe, 
as well as (most importantly) an organic element of musical language, embedded 
in centuries-old verbal traditions.
We should also not forget that old believers were in fact, in the seventeenth 
century, also dissidents. They were sent to Siberia and later many of them had to 
leave Russia and settle abroad for centuries. So the folk element introduced by 
Shostakovich into his music after 1936 not only had religious roots, but also was 
an indication of his affinity with a dissident movement of the past.
It is interesting that at least two other well known ‘borrowed’ elements in 
Shostakovich’s music are likewise related to the musical expressions of dissident 
or repressed peoples. One is very well known: this is the Jewish element, which 
became very obvious first in his Second Piano Trio, then in the Songs from Jewish 
Poetry, and later in a number of his string quartets and indeed in many orchestral 
compositions, culminating in the Thirteenth Symphony. Just like the modes of the 
old believers, Jewish intonations were to become an organic and important part 
of Shostakovich’s own musical language. And all this happened in an extremely 
anti-Semitic Soviet Union.
Yet more ‘borrowed’ material used by Shostakovich is similarly related to 
a dissident movement. We used to think that Shostakovich based his Eleventh 
Symphony on revolutionary tunes. This is true up to a point; however, Shostakovich 
took all the tunes used in this work from a collection called Pesni katorgi i ssylki 
[Songs of Hard Labour Camps and Exile]. I discovered this recently while looking 
at this collection in the Moscow Library of the Composers Union (the library code 
is B-28491). The library’s register shows Shostakovich’s signature on it, proving 
that he used this collection while writing his Eleventh Symphony in 1957. It was 
the Russian writer Alexander Solzhenitsyn who first confirmed (in his book The 
Gulag Archipelago) that in his Eleventh Symphony Shostakovich used the tunes 
sung in Stalin’s gulags, rather than revolutionary tunes.66 Solzhenitsyn, however, 
criticized Shostakovich for not presenting the camp songs in a more realistic, 
documentary way.67 The whole unique collection was published in 1930 by the 
‘Vsesoiuznoe obshchestvo politicheskikh katorzhan I ssyl’nykh poselentsev’ 
[‘Society of Convicts and Political Prisoners’]. Apparently at that time there was 
a publishing house of the Society of Political Prisoners in Moscow, and even 
a bookshop of the society, called Maiak’ [Lighthouse], located at 7 Petrovka 
Street, next-door to the Bolshoi Opera House. In the preface to this collection, 
we read: ‘political prisoners and political prisons have always been the other 
to Iavorsky’s ‘organic’ and flexible approach to modal issues, inherited from the obikhod 
mode oral practices of the past.
66 See Laurel Fay, Shostakovich: A Life (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 203.
67 Ibid.
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side of a revolution’,68 a great anti-Stalin and anti-Soviet statement (which 
Shostakovich surely liked)! Perhaps it was here that lay the impulses to write 
the Eleventh Symphony? 
The Magic Three
In Shostakovich’s music, energy often comes out of a single repeated basic pattern 
that evolves by itself, organically. Shostakovich typically states the same pattern 
twice before moving ahead. Examples are numerous: the beginning of the First 
Cello Concerto (see Example 2.13), the finale of the Sixth Symphony, the Festive 
Overture, and the first movement of the Fifteenth Symphony (the very beginning 
and the ‘Rossini gallop’ second subject). Any change always comes after the 
second attempt: a kind of ‘magic three’ formula. The violinist Mark Lubotsky 
told me that Shostakovich used to say him: ‘You have to “stomp” on the spot 
before you move elsewhere.’69 This principle applies equally to rhythmic structure, 
motivic development and general structural patterns in Shostakovich’s music.
In contrast to Stravinsky’s irregular rhythmical structures, Shostakovich’s 
rhythm is deliberately regular. The most typical rhythmic pattern in his music is 
one crotchet–two quavers, or two quavers–one crotchet (the same ‘magic three’ 
formula). This pattern can easily be found in almost any of his compositions, 
starting perhaps from the well-known Entr’acte for percussion instruments from 
his first opera Nos [The Nose] (Example 2.14).
Interestingly enough, examples of the typical Shostakovich rhythmic pattern 
– crotchet–two quavers – can be found in so-called church azbuki (syllabaries) 
68 Pesni katorgi i ssylki [Songs of Hard Labour Camps and Exile] [piano score]. 
(Moscow: Izdatel’stvo politkatozhan. Vsesoiuznoe obshchestvo politicheskikh katorzhan 
i ssyl’nykh poselentsev, 1930), 1.
69 Mark Lubotsky in conversation with the author, Hamburg, 12 February 2004. 
Example 2.13 Shostakovich, Cello Concerto No. 1, beginning. Reproduced by 
 permission of Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd
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of the eighteenth century. These books were designed to help children learn the 
language, as well as prayers. Each character of the alphabet had to be presented 
in a very regular rhythmical way – a kind of old Russian rap. Example 2.15 is an 
example taken from a manuscript  in the St Petersburg Public Library and 
published by Maxim Brazhnikov in 1972.70
In both old Russian ABC books and in Shostakovich’s music this regular simple 
rhythm helps aid an understanding of the basics of meaning, the foundations of 
a language. The pattern is often seen as a rhythmic parallel to Shostakovich’s 
monogram DSCH. Alexei Vulfson suggested that it may be ‘deciphered’ as 
Shostakovich’s nickname ‘Mi -ten’-ka’ (diminutive of Dmitrii).71
Shostakovich sometimes treats repetitive rhythms like rhyme in poetry, to 
reinforce his ideas. His repetitions are senseless in terms of logical or structural 
70 Maxim Brazhnikov, Drevnerusskaia teoriia muzyki [Ancient Russian Music 
Theory] (Leningrad: Sovetskii Kompozitor, 1972), 289.
71 Arkadii Klimovitsky, ‘Eshche raz o teme-monogramme D-Es-C-H’ [Once Again 
on the Tune-Monogram DSCH]. In D. D .Shostakovich, ed. L[iudmila] Kovnatskaia 
(St Petersburg: Compozitor, 1996), 265.
Example 2.14  Shostakovich, Nos [The Nose], fragment (Entr’acte for percussion 
 instruments). Reproduced by permission of Boosey & Hawkes 
 Music Publishers Ltd
Example 2.15 Church azbukas: Maxim Brazhnikov, Drevnerusskaia teoriia 
 muzyki [Ancient Russian Music Theory] (Leningrad: Sovetskii 
 Kompozitor, 1972), 289
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meaning. Rhythmic repetitiveness is seen by Shostakovich as an energy-generating 
tool. It could be a symbol of a torture or of uneasy victory, but it always has 
some ritualistic connotation. And here is the difference between a simple, stubborn 
ostinato in Prokofiev’s music (ostinato literally means ‘stubborn’ in Italian) and 
repetitiveness in Shostakovich’s music: in the latter, any repetitive pattern sounds 
irrationally obsessive rather than simply ‘stubborn’.
Leo Mazel wrote about Shostakovich’s rhythmic limitations (literally 
‘rhythmic austerity’ [strogost’]). He also sees this rhythmic formula as typical of 
Shostakovich’s ‘structural’ means of development in his large-scale compositions:
Rhythmic ‘austerity’ is always related in Shostakovich’s music to the simplest 
and most meaningful motives … . His rhythmic sparseness is sometimes 
extraordinary. His typical rhythmic formulas often dominate over long distances; 
they are as simple as his narrowly ranging melodic patterns, and often the two go 
together. One of Shostakovich’s favourite rhythms is    … . The significance 
of this formula is to be sought not only in its simplicity, but also in its active 
and additive functions. The active character is presented by moving from a 
smaller to a larger rhythmic value; the additive character by the addition of two 
smaller notes resulting in the rhythmic value of the larger note … . The Finale 
of the Eighth Symphony and the Finale of the Piano Quintet start and finish with 
numerous repetitions of this formula … . This rhythm, if one extends its pattern 
to the musical form in Shostakovich’s works, reveals itself in the – typical for 
him – ‘arithmetic’ of four- or eight-bar units (1+1+2; 2+2+4).72
This formula, as well as the general tendency to ‘stomp’ before moving forward 
after the second attempt in Shostakovich’s music, is definitely related to the magic 
‘number three’ in Russian fairy tales as well as in Russian rituals and prayers. 
This very old Russian superstition has been part of Russian mentality for many 
centuries. If the first attempt is unsuccessful, the third will definitely be a success. 
There are always three roads to choose from in Russian fairy tales. The Russian 
Orthodox Molitvoslov [Book of Prayers] teaches us to repeat the text of a prayer 
either three or seven times. You kiss your friend three times. You believe in the 
Trinity. You say: ‘God loves the number Three.’ You walk around the church 
three times on Easter night. In Pavel Florensky’s words, ‘the number “three” is 
the most fundamental in religion, in dogma as well as in cult, and even in the 
superstitious rituals of everyday life. It is difficult to find expressions sufficiently 
strong to express accurately how widespread is the principle of the trinity in the 
world of ancient religion.’73 The same ‘magic three’ can be found much later in 
the superstitious numerology of Tchaikovsky’s (and Pushkin’s) Queen of Spades: 
three–seven–ace (one). Shostakovich takes this three-based pattern everywhere. 
72 Leo Mazel, ‘Zametki o myzykal’nom stile Shostakovicha’, 336–7.
73 Florensky, op. cit., 423.
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His music may seem rhythmically monotonous, but this is something taken from 
a genetic well of old pre-Christian and Christian roots.
Long Liturgies and Excess in Shostakovich’s Forms
The symbolic character of Shostakovich’s music is not just the result of his new 
‘intertextual’ innovations, with their many classical allusions, or changes of his 
lexicon in the direction of Russian old believers’ idioms. This symbolism can also 
be heard in the rather unbalanced dimensions of his music, and in his symphonies 
in particular, with their long developments and very long conclusions. As in 
Mahler’s symphonies, the structure is never simple, and the direction of musical 
development is never straightforward. Shostakovich still believed in development 
(while younger composers, such as Schnittke or Martynov, had challenged this 
notion in their works) and in its positive final results. However, his development 
is very uneasy, and its phases often bear signs of exaggeration and excess, virtual 
conflicts, on the verge of deconstruction and collapse. Typically epic, like many 
other things in Russian culture and in Russian life, Shostakovich’s compositions 
have many features, appealing to the epic mentality of a vast and diverse country.74
There are stunning similarities between the repetitiveness of Russian Orthodox 
church service music and that of Soviet official rituals. Ritualistic repetitiveness 
was one of the major principles in Lenin’s and especially Stalin’s rhetoric. These 
‘ritualistic’ principles were very typical of Soviet mass-culture songs from the 
1930s to the 1950s. The Russian Orthodox Church Service is very long and 
repetitive, while Easter liturgy lasts all night, and involves continual repetition of 
the same prayer. Shostakovich’s long, slowly unfolding compositions dating from 
after 1937 seems to relate to this particular characteristic of the Orthodox liturgy.
Shostakovich’s relationships with Western musical forms are ambiguous. His 
music is built not on the syntactic pattern of established classical construction, 
but on morphological ideas of the tension and natural energy of certain very 
important and repeated melodic and rhythmic elements. It is amazing to note 
what Shostakovich’s great enemy, the mass song composer and apparatchik 
Marian Koval, was writing about Shostakovich’s Fourth Symphony in 1948. His 
comments, although very malicious, show a great deal of insight: ‘With sadistic 
determination Shostakovich is ‘chasing’ the classical form, violating the human 
ear and human nerves … . Out of the music of the Fourth Symphony, one could 
make a complete dictionary of chaotic, psychopathic combinations and dis-
74 The idea that the size of the country has a relationship to the scale of Shostakovich’s 
(and other Russian composers’) works was suggested to me by the conductor Gennady 
Rozhdestvensky (who performed and recorded all Shostakovich’s orchestral and 
operatic works) in our conversation at his ‘dacha’ (country house) on 20 July 1980. In 
Rozhdestvensky’s words, ‘the Poem of Ecstasy could not have been composed in Holland: 
the scale of the things is different there’. 
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harmonies, executed with the thirsty desire for deconstruction.’75 It is very true that 
Shostakovich, while using ‘classical’ forms, was very much twisting them, and 
filling them with intonations born of the energy of ritual – a procedure completely 
alien to ‘classical’ musical structure, but very close to the postmodern idea of 
‘deconstruction’.
The coda of the Fifth Symphony is a unique example, where the endless 
repetition of A (repeated 252 times) brings us to a situation that common sense 
would suggest is almost absurd. Shostakovich’s music is often a structural 
nonsense, and the coda of the Fifth Symphony is a good example. The coda has no 
structural significance; its meaning is rather of a cryptological nature. Recently it 
has been suggested that this conclusion is the obsessive repetition of the nickname 
of Elena Konstantinovskaia, with whom Shostakovich was in passionate love in 
the early 1930s and whom he called ‘Lialia’ [La-La]: A–A, in the German sol-mi 
system adopted in Russia. According to Iakubov, when Shostakovich himself was 
asked what the fervent ‘la, la, la, la, la …’ repeated 252 times at the end of the 
symphony meant, he replied: ‘It is ‘I, I, I, I, I! … [me, me!]’.76
Shostakovich’s music does not have an explicitly religious context. However, 
like a liturgy, Shostakovich’s works often suggest the feeling of a sermon, in 
which the music seems to form a language more eloquent than the verbal one. 
It possesses an inherited meaning of spiritual symbolism in its ‘multiplicity of 
meanings and need for interpretation, and preoccupation with the problematic’.77 
This has been absorbed into Shostakovich’s music from many sources: the 
influence of Mahler; the influence of Russian thinkers of the early twentieth-
century; Mussorgskian idioms; the use of the ‘genetic well’ of the obikhod mode 
in folk and sacred music. His musical idioms have been embedded in people’s 
memories for centuries, like a genetic code, transforming very little with the 
generations. This ‘organic’ code speaks in Shostakovich’s music beyond the 
standard musical forms the composer used.
Shostakovich and Russian Minimalists
Shostakovich’s affinity to regular and repetitive rhythmic and melodic patterns 
based on sparse archaic ritualistic formulas has been inherited more recently by 
Russian minimalist composers: Valentin Silvestrov (1937–); Alexander Knaifel 
(1943–); Vladimir Martynov (1946–); Nikolai Korndorf (1947–2001); and Pavel 
Karmanov (1970–). Following Shostakovich, a younger generation of Russian 
composers is in search of common roots in a verbal, ritualistic and musical 
language. As Vladimir Martynov notes, ‘minimalism recalls a forgotten and a lost 
75 Koval, op. cit., in Sovetskaia muzyka 2 (1948): 37–40.
76 Iakubov, op. cit., 130. 
77 Auerbach, op. cit., 23.
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music and returns to music in its original nature’.78 Martynov explains minimalism 
as a two-fold phenomenon: on the one hand, as a primordial, intrinsic and 
fundamental property of music, and on the other as a contemporary genre based 
on traditional characteristics, such as archaic folklore, Gregorian and znamennyi 
singing, and shamanistic practices. Martynov’s own highly sophisticated practice 
in the field of minimalism relates to both meanings. His minimalism is also 
related to his vast knowledge of classical, pre-baroque, Russian Orthodox Church 
and folk traditions, with his music lying on the border between art and ritual. 
He himself has been teaching at a theological institute in Russia as well as at 
Moscow University. At the end of the 1970s Martynov also embarked on his own 
investigations into the history of Russian religious chants, while also publishing 
works on early European music. He has published several books, one entitled 
Konets vremeni kompozitorov [The End of Time for Composers].79 Martynov 
implies that the time for professional composition has expired and that therefore 
no-one should write concert music; that the only possibility for writing music is to 
write for church services.80
Martynov’s cantata Noch v Galitsii [Night in Galicia] was composed to poems 
by Velimir Khlebnikov (1885–1922). Khlebnikov, often called a Russian futurist, 
was a visionary, searching for basic but universal and powerful elements of verbal 
languages. Night in Galicia is based on the songs of the river-maidens. Martynov 
comments:
These thaumaturgic songs were first published in the nineteenth century by I. P. 
Sakharov, a collector of ancient Russian legends, who noted in his commentary: 
‘There is almost no possibility of grasping the meaning of these words. This is 
a kind of mixture of the heterogeneous sounds of a language no-one knows and 
which, perhaps, never existed. Their language is believed by some to be akin to 
the secret language of the Siberian shamans.81
The text of the cantata is based on nonsense words, or even just vowels A–A–A, 
O–O–O, Eh–Eh–Eh, E–E–E.
Valentin Silvestrov (1937–), one of the most significant avant-garde composers 
in the 1960s, later changed his style dramatically. His  Tikhie pesni [Silent Songs] 
78 Vladimir Martynov, talk at the composer’s seminar in Seattle’s Benaroya Hall 
Music Centre on 10 February, 2002. (Part of the festival/symposium ‘Icebreaker: New 
Music from Russia’, Benaroya Hall, Seattle, 2002). Martynov’s statement is very close 
to the statements of ‘Silver Age’ twentieth-century Russian religious philosophers – in 
particular, to the early hermeneutic ideas of Pavel Florensky. 
79 Vladimir Martynov, Konets vremeni kompozitorov [The End of Time for 
Composers] (Moscow: Russky Put’, 2002).
80 Ibid., 269.
81 Vladimir Martynov, Night in Galicia. Sleeve notes to the CD (Eslohe: CCn’C 
Records 00802, 2000), 8. 
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(1974–77) surprised audiences by its extreme simplicity. The cycle of twenty-
four songs, which lasts for almost two hours, deals with so called ‘metamusic’ 
(Silvestrov’s own term), mixing together allusions to different styles – mostly those 
of the Romantic Lied and Russian art songs of the nineteenth century. The titles 
of his compositions from the 1980s and 1990s confirm this idea: Postludium for 
piano and orchestra (1982), Post-Symphony (Fifth Symphony, 1982), Metamusic 
for piano and symphony orchestra (1992). Silvestrov comments:
Postlude is a certain existential state of today’s culture. Thanks to the avant-
garde, we have passed the borders of the tone world. Instead of forms similar to 
musical drama, we are dealing now with new open forms. These forms do not 
represent an action; rather they are free commentaries.82 We draw material from 
the genetic well of culture.83
Shostakovich’s music does this too. He hated the Soviet regime, and his music after 
1936 often had an ambivalent meaning because of this. His ‘Socialist Realism’ was 
in fact new, ritualistically coloured postmodernism. And this is very important for 
understanding Shostakovich’s Soviet style and the posthumous life of his music. 
This is what brings a new dimension to it, and relates his ideas to the principles of 
symbolism born in the early ages of European civilization, far away from Soviet 
society or even Russian soil. Paradoxically, Shostakovich, who was urged to make 
his language more realistic, managed to make it more ritualistic. Like Columbus, 
he discovered the New World and new recourses rather intuitively, when he was 
being pushed in quite the opposite direction. His music, simplified in accordance 
with official demands, acquired some elements brought from old Russian religious 
rituals with their enormous energy and explosive power. Gerard McBurney 
compares Shostakovich’s music with rock and roll.84 Indeed, as in American or 
post-Soviet minimalism, the nature of Shostakovich’s works after 1937 is closer 
to folk, ritual, pop, rock and rap than to patterns of so-called serious professional 
music. As in ritual, or in folk or pop music, complexity comes out of simplicity. As 
in ritual, the structure is often meaningless and not essential. Energy often comes 
out of a single basic pattern that evolves, as it were, by itself. By suppressing his 
freedom and his personality in the Soviet Union under Stalin in the late 1930s, 
Shostakovich paradoxically discovered the old roots of Russian spirituality and 
new resources for his own music.
82 Ibid.
83 Silvestrov, conversation with the author in London on 11 October 2007.
84 Gerard McBurney, ‘Whose Shostakovich’. In A Shostakovich Casebook, ed. Malcolm 
Hamrick Brown (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2004), 296–7.
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